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Let &, t E R, be a Markovian, measurable, strictly stationary process taking values in a measurable 
space (I?, a), and g a mapping from E into a separable Hilbert space H. A statistical nonparametric 
predictor of g(tT+,,) is studied in the paper. That predictor, based on the observations of the 
process between the times 0 and T generalizes the ‘predictogram’; its asymptotic consistency is 
proved and some applications are given. 
Markov processes * nonparametric prediction * regression estimators 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Dejining the problem 
Let (&), t E R, be a Markovian, measurable, strictly stationary process, defined 
on a probability space (0, Op, P), and observed between the times 0 and T. Let 
(E, 9) be its value-space, and g a mapping from (I?, 93) into a separable Hilbert 
space H. We wish to predict the value of g(&-+,,)( h > 0) from a statistical point of 
view, from the observations, assuming only knowledge of the common distribution 
p of the 5,. We shall use a predictor generalizing the classical ‘predictogram’ (cf. 
[4]) and based on the stationarity of the (&, &+,,)‘s distributions. Indeed, that 
investigation seems to be of some interest even when the process-law is known 
exactly, for the construction of the probabilistic predictor, theoretically determined 
in that case, is sometimes excessively complicated. 
1.2. A natural estimator of regression 
In the sequel, we shall denote by R the conditional expectation of g(&) relative 
to &,, so that, for every point x of E, we have: 
R(x) = Kg(&) I to= xl = Hg(&+,) I& = xl, 
for every t of [w+, because of the stationarity of (&, &+h)‘~ distributions. Considering 
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then a family ( KT), T E R+, of Borelian, real valued, and bounded functions defined 
on E*, we shall define an estimate i,(x) of R(x) by 
I 
T-h 
k,(x)=(T-II-’ KT(&, x)d&+h) dt (T> h). (1) 
0 
For each t and w, (WE L?), KT.(5,(w),.x)g(5r+h(w)) denotes the product of the real 
KT(&(w), x) by the element g(&+h(m)) of H, so that K,(&, x)g(&+h) represents 
an H-valued random variable that will be Bochner integrable if we assume the 
Bochner-integrability of g(&+,,) (K T is bounded). Thus, i,(x) is well defined in (1). 
To see then that R,(x) is a somewhat natural estimate of R(x), it is enough to 
choose as an example the simplest family of functions XT we can use, corresponding 
to the ‘regressogram’. In that case, on E*, we define KT(x, y) as: 
(h(T) is some sequence of integers such that limTeoo h(T) = 03, (A1.7,. . . , Ah(T),T) 
some partition of E, for every T). Assuming that ~up,~~~,,(~) p(A,,)+O as T+a, 
the same meaning of (1) is quite clear: ET(x) selects the only 5, SUffiCkIItly near 
to x, and then takes the mean of the corresponding g(&+h). 
Moreover, K, families usually used in density-estimation techniques (cf. [5] for 
example, for a .list), more or less based on the same idea as the regressogram can 
also be used. We shall give more details later. 
1.3. The predictor of g(t,+h) 
Considering the Markovian character of the process, we define the predictor of A 
g(&+h) as RT(&). In the sequel, we shall prove that RT(&T) is ZtSyIIIptOtiCally 
consistent for g(&+h), for the H distance and give some applications of the results 
we obtain. See [l] for a study of the same problem in the case of a discrete time 
process and [2] for applications. 
2. Technical preliminaries 
2.1. Prediction error 
This will obviously be defined as 
J% = E(@T(&) -&tT+h)/i*), 
where II-II denotes the H-norm. Now, we can write 
ET= E(I~~T.(~T)-~(~T)~IZ)+E(II~(~T)-g(~T+h)l12), 
and, as the second term of that sum, the probabilistic prediction error, is fixed, we 
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shall say that ff, is consistent if the limit of the statistical prediction error is 0, that 
is 
A;=O, A;=E(IIRT(ST)-R(5~)ll’). (2) 
Indeed, if the Markovian hypothesis were omitted in the following proofs, condition 
(2) would still be obtained, under slight modifications, but it would not be enough 
to get an asymptotic efficiency of the predictor. 
2.2. Choosing the Kr 
For every point x in E, we have by stationarity that 
E&(x)) = ELKA&, x)d5h)l= E[G(&,, x)W&,)l 
= KAY, ~)R(Y) G(y) =[KdWx). (3) 
E 
Obviously the product used here in KT(&, x)g(&) for example, keeps the same 
meaning as in (1). Conversely, [ K,R] represents the transform of R by the integral 
operator associated to KT, as defined in the third formula of (3). 
It clearly appears then, from (3), that the minimal condition we need to obtain 
(2) is the convergence to the L2(p) identity of the operators associated with the 
(Kr) on the set LB’, of all possible regressions of g(&) on &,. Indeed, to obtain (2), 
we shall need more, and choose a family of functions (K,) satisfying 
$mrn E(II[KT* Rl(5~) - R(&)l12) = 0. (0 
Thus, our predictor will finally be consistent if 
lim AT = 0, T-+rn AT = E(II~T(~T)-[~~RI(S~)~I*). (4) 
2.3. Remarks on (C) 
We shall only note that: 
(a) Condition (C) is true for many functions used in classical density estimation 
(cf. [5]) and large classes of regressions. 
First, if we call (hi), j E N, an orthonormal basis of (H), and % the set of all the 
mappings: x + (R(x), hj) (( * , *) denotes H scalar product), with j E NJ, R E SzE, the 
strong convergence of the operators associated with functions KT, to L2(~)-identity, 
on LB, implies (C) for every regression R of BE 
Then, we can see that strong convergence of these operators to the L’(p) identity, 
on very large classes of real-valued functions is quite easily obtained when using a 
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regressogram as defined in Section 1.2 or the other classes of functions usual in 
density estimation. That is: 
(o) The Parzen-Rosenblatt kernels, for which 
KT(X, Y) =[h(T)l-‘K[(x-Y)(h(T))-‘l 
(limT+, h(T) = 0, K is a probability density). 
(p) The orthogonal functions kernels, for which 
h(T) 
Kr(X, Y) = C Ai,Tei(X)ei(Y)~ 
i=l 
(limT+, h(T) = 00, (ei)isN is an orthonormal L*(p)-basis, simplest weights Ai,= can 
be chosen identically equal to 1). 
(b) Condition (C) shows the necessity of knowing the common distribution of 
the & when choosing the Kp But, in practice, if p is not known, it is not usually 
difficult to estimate; see [5] for that problem. 
2.4. Decomposition of KT 
As KT is the kernel of a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on L2(p), there exists in L’(p) 
an orthonormal sequence AT. such that: 
KT = C ajTAT@f;T (5) 
it.h 
(JT is finite or equal to N). We assign moreover to KT the additional hypothesis 
Clearly condition (6) is more stringent than the usual L2(p) convergence of the 
series introduced in (5) and even more than the uniform convergence used in the 
famous Mercer theorem. But it is automatically satisfied in the case of a regressogram, 
and more generally for most of the orthogonal functions kernels introduced in the 
last paragraph (formula p)). It is then sufficient to choose orthogonal polynomials 
(e,) which are uniformly bounded, for the condition cj Jcx~~] <co is always true! 
On the other hand, condition (6) is quite difficult to verify for Parzen-Rosenblatt 
kernels, introduced in formula ((Y), for which our method of decomposition seems 
to be less well adapted. Even in that case, however, solutions can be found in 
particular cases. Assuming, for example, p to be the uniform distribution on C--n, n], 
from the expansion of any even bounded density K in Fourier series, we can derive 
a decomposition of K (x - y) in a series of products of the type ‘cos px cos py’, or 
‘sin px sin py’ and then, directly computing the ajT, we can obtain (6) for many 
Parzen-Rosenblatt kernels. See [3] for an improvement of condition (6). 
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2.5. Decomposition of A, 
We can now write 
&(&)=(T-h)-’ 1 T-h { ,& [a,T~T(~*)~T(~T)g(6+h)l} dty 
0 
and thus 
with 
J 
T-h 
CT = (T- h)-’ &T(bk(&+h) dt, 
0 
rjT = J EAT(X)R(X) &.4X) = @6Tl. 
So, we have 
AT= 1 ajflj’T1jj’T 
j’,je Jr 
where 
r,,,=(T-h)-*E 
J 
T-h 
[f;‘T(5T)~,T(5,)g(~t+h)- rj,Tl dt 
0 >) 
and finally, assuming that jE jjg(y)jI” dp(y) < +co, 
T-h 
J J 
T-h 
4j,T=(T-h)-2 I;:, dt dt’ 
0 0 
with 
(7) 
(9) 
From (8) and (9) we shall now prove our main results. 
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3. Main results 
3.1. Preliminary lemma 
We shall use a lemma of Gastwirth and Rubin (cf. [6, p. 8171) adapted to our 
study. For that, let us consider W and 2, two random variables taking values in 
spaces F and G respectively, such that a conditional distribution PF of Z given 
W exists. For any point y of F, we put 
/.L(y) = pz”=y- Pz, 
and denote by d(y) the total variation of p(y). 
Let 40 and $ be two random variables taking values in a Hilbert space H, such 
that E(llcpl14)<~ and E(ll$II’) < 00 for two numbers q and r belonging to [ 1, co]. 
Then we have 
Lemma 1 
El(cp( WI - E[cp( WI, ccl(Z) - E[4Jcl(al)l 
~2"9E(l((p(l")""E(~~~~~')'/'D4.'( W,Z) 
where 
1 
I/s 
P’( W,Z)= (A(y))““+’ dPw (.s-’ + 4-l + r-’ = 1). 
F 
Indeed, in the original version of Gastwirth and Rubin, Lemma 1 is proved for 
real valued variables cp and +. Extension to the case of H-valued variables is 
straightforward, and based on two classical results for such variables: 
IE((rp, IcI))I~ E(IlPll Illcrll) and E((cp, h)) = (E(cp), h), h E H. 
We shall apply the lemma, assuming here the existence of a number q belonging 
to [2,co] such that j Ilg(y)]I” dp(y)= E[/g(&)jj”]<~. Then, if we choose W as 
5 Il+h, and Z as {&*+I, 12 0) (taking values in E”+), with t, + h < f2, we can write, 
considering the Markovian character of the process 
~Z~~i’:7~~2”9D[tz-(t,+h)]E(~~cpo((q)”9E(~~IJT0~~9)“q, (10) 
defining, in (lo), D[ t2 - ( tI + h)] as the quantity 09*‘( W, Z) introduced in Lemma 
1, and ‘p. and +. respectively as 
and 
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Note that, 4 being fixed, the process stationarity ensures that the quantity D depends 
only on the difference ( tZ- (t,+ h)), and the hypothesis made on g ensures that 
E(ll~~ll”) and E(llrC10114) are finite. 
Now we can prove 
3.2. Proposition 2 
Proposition 2. Under the following hypotheses, 
(a) the process (tz) is strictly stationary, measurable, and Markovian, 
(b) g is such that E((Ig(5J11q) < 03 for a number q belonging to [2, CO], and the 
numbers D(t) dejined in (10) satisfy jy D(t) dt < ~0, 
(c) the functions KT satisfy C and Condition 6, 
(d) lim.,, ( T-‘){CjEJT (ajT( M$}’ = 0, the predictor I?=(&) is consistent. 
Proof. (a) Let us consider t and t’ such that t + h < t’. Then from (10) we have, by 
the definition of the Mj, 
Ir~~;~t:,l~2”9~,Mj,,o[t’-(t+h)IxE[((J;,(S,)g(Sh)-rj7((qI”q 
x~[~1~~7(50)8(5h)-rj~7.11ql”q 
6 42”4M;TMi2’rD[t’-(t+ h)] xE[]]g(&)]lql”q. 
For t and t’ such that t’+ h < t, we obtain the same bound with D[t - (t’+ h)] and 
if It - t’l< h, Schwarz inequality gives jZ&( s 4M~=M:,,E(((g(Sh)ll*). Then, a for- 
tiori, /Z&l < K with K =4 * 2”qMf~M~~~E(]lg(&)((q)2’q. 
(b) Thus, the quantity II, .’ -” Jd -” Z$= dt dt’l is clearly less than 
K{~Ohdt[j-O*+hdtf+~~~~D[tr-(t+h)]dtf]} 
+X{[~T-2hdt[/;-hD[t-(tf+h)]dt’+[~~hhdt’ 
I 
T-h 
+ D[t’-(t+h)]dt’ 
f+h II 
+~{ll,hdt[J~-hD[t-(t~+h),dt~+JiIhhdt.]} 
and we obtain 
T-h 
II J 
T-h 
Z;:,dtdt’ GK 2h(T-h)+2(T-h) 
0 0 I I 
[oT-h o(t) dt}. 
(c) Finally, from (9), we have 
Ir,,Tl”(~-h)-l{h+jT-h } o(t) dt 8 * 2”‘Mj’,Mi’.,E[l(g(5,)1(‘]*” (11) 
0 
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and 
Asymptotic consistency of I?,( &) under the hypothesis of Proposition (2) then 
follows. 
3.3. Some remarks 
(a) Condition j: D(t) dt < cc is satisfied in practice for typical autoregressive, 
‘p-mixing’, and ‘strong-mixing’ processes (in that case q = +OO, cf. [5]). 
(b) It is quite easy to improve Proposition 2 in the case of the regressogram. 
Defining KT(x, y) as in Section 1.2, we obtain functions Jr- of formula (6), as the 
functions (~(Ai,T)))“*IA,,, i = 1,. . . , h(T), so that (6) is automatically satisfied. 
Moreover we can write 
Proposition 3 (the regressogram case). Defining KT as 
h(T) 
KT(x, Y) = C [~L(Ai,T)-‘lIA,(X)IA,(Y), 
i=l 
(12) 
where h(T) is some sequence of integers growing to +CO, and for each T, (Ai,T), 
i=l,..., h(T), a finite partition of E, chosen such that (C) is satisfied and 
(C:(r) [P(A~,~)-‘])* = o( T), the predictor dT(&) is consistent under the hypothesis 
(a) and (b) of Proposition 2. 
(c) In the same way, in the case of orthogonal function kernels, as defined in 
Section 2.3, formula p), Proposition 2 can be improved to 
Proposition 4 (the orthogonal functions case). Let (ei)itN, be an orthonormal L*(y)- 
basis such that supi sup, lei(x)l isfinite, and de$ne Kr by 
4(T) 
Kr(x, Y) = C ei(x)ei(yIT 
i=l 
(13) 
where q(T) is some growing sequence of integers verifying q(T) = o( T”‘). Assuming 
again that (C) is satisjied as well as hypotheses (a) and (b) of Proposition 2, the 
predictor d,( &) is consistent. 
(d) In the cases studied in Propositions 3 and 4, we can compute more exactly 
the order of magnitude of A ;, refining particularly the calculus of E (]I[ K,R]( &) - 
R(&)lj), from K,‘s definition. One can see [3] for some results of that kind. 
4. Applications 
(1) Let us suppose the variables 5, are real-valued and let g be the mapping from 
R into L*(~):x+1~~~, ( u denotes a bounded measure on (R, BR))gT(&) is then 
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formally written as the function 
I 
T-h 
&(&):u+(T-h)-’ KT(&, &)1~~,+h,rnd~) dt 
0 
and R, defined as E[g( &) 1 to], satisfies 
R(u) = Ek(th)itO= Ul= E{[g(~h)l(“)(~O}=[~~f~~~)(~ol, 
so that our predictor will be an estimator of that conditional distribution function. 
Noting that ((g(( is a bounded function (llg(x)]] = {v([x, oo[)}“2), we can define 
the numbers D(t) introduced in (10) with q = 03, and thus, they are coefficients of 
‘strong mixing’ (cf. [S]). Finally, if we suppose that 5: D(t) d t < CO, and choose KT 
as in (13), assuming that (ei), i~fV), is a usual L2(R)-basis (Hermite polynomials 
for example), we obtain as in Proposition 4 that 
lim II~db) - R(&)ll L2~y) = 0 T-4 
if lim.,, q2( T)/ T = 0. 
(2) Let (E, a) be a Polish space equipped with its Bore1 c-field, .&/u(9) the set 
of bounded signed measures defined on (E, 93) and B( 3) the set of probabilities 
on (E, 3). Then there exists a bounded, 3 0 3 measurable, reproducing kernel, 
,Ir, such that 
(A,, h2) = X(x, Y) dh,(x) h(y) (A,, bra) 
EXE 
is a scalar product on A( 313) which induces on 9( 98) a topology compatible with 
the weak topology and identify J!(S) as a subspace of HN, the reproducing kernel 
Hilbert space generated by JV. Finally, one can choose X so that HN should be 
separable (cf. [7]). 
If we define g by g(x) = 8, (x E E), where 8, denotes the Dirac measure on 
we can see that, for A E .&(C%), 
X9 
E((&,, A)ko) = E [J N(X, 'th) dA(x)ll-o = I I X(x, Y) dA(x) dv%) E EXE 
where vh denotes the conditional distribution of & given to, and here, ~‘0 = R. 
ST(&) will be an estimator of that conditional distribution, defined as the discrete 
random measure: 
I 
T-h 
RT(tT) =( T-h)-’ KT(&, =tT)8&+h) dt. 
0 
Moreover ]]g]] . IS a.s. bounded ( ]lg(x) II= m so that we can again define 
the numbers D(t) with q = -too, and under the other hypothesis of Proposition 2, 
ffT( tr) - R( (T) will converge to zero for a norm compatible with the weak topology. 
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